The Traffic Control Devices Order, amendment

Regulation 198/2003
Registered December 3, 2003

Manitoba Regulation 264/88 amended
1 The Traffic Control Devices Order, Manitoba Regulation 264/88, is amended by this Order.

2 The following is added after clause 65.15 of the Schedule:

Truck Parking Prohibition sign (MR-131)
65.16(1) A "Truck Parking Prohibition" sign shall be used to make known or indicate that a truck parking prohibition is in effect.

65.16(2) A "Truck Parking Prohibition" sign shall

(a) be rectangular in shape so that the long dimension is vertical;

(b) be not less than 300 mm in width and not less than 600 mm in height;

(c) be white in colour and display

   (i) in the upper portion the silhouette of an uppercase "P" in black within an annular green circle not less than 200 mm in diameter with black arrow indicating the location of the prohibition, and

   (ii) in the lower portion of symbolic truck in black within an annular red circle not less than 200 mm in diameter and a slash across it with black arrow indicating the location of the prohibition;

(d) be reflectorized to show the same colour and shape by night as by day; and

(e) bear the markings and have the dimensions illustrated in the following figure:
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